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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

SMA Research Explores The New Face of M&A for Insurance and New Business Models  
New Report Highlights Non-traditional M&A, Insurance Implications, and SMA Recommendations 

 

Boston, Massachusetts, February 27, 2014 – Strategy Meets Action (SMA) has just released a new 

research brief – The New Face of M&A: Dawn of Next-Gen Insurer Models. This thought provoking report 

spotlights four mergers and acquisitions (M&A) that reveal a new trend: the insurance industry and the 

overall technology market deploying large amounts of capital to pursue growth, innovation, and market-

entry opportunities that have the potential to create business models never seen before. 

The acquisitions reviewed in this report include: Google and BeatThatQuote.com, Monsanto and The Climate 

Corporation, MarketScout and NorthPoint, and Quindell and ingenie. The companies highlighted in this 

report have four key areas in common: a niche market, customer centricity, data and analytics, and next 

generation technology. The combination of these four elements reinforces the M&A activities are creating 

power and flexibility as well as how business models are being reimagined and new opportunities being 

pursued.    

“The drive for market growth, expansion, and customer loyalty will fuel non-traditional M&A,” said Denise 

Garth, SMA Partner. “With nearly all industries seeking market growth and expansion, non-traditional M&A 

will be used as a catalyst to mash-up core capabilities to unlock growth potential and increase customer 

value. Technology, innovation, and customer personalization will differentiate and underpin these 

opportunities.” 

The report notes that while the initial reaction might be to think of these as just another series of 

acquisitions, these actually point to the great possibility for change in how we seek, evaluate, and gain 

competitive edge in the insurance industry – it really is a mash-up of industries, segments, and technologies. 

These companies are differentiating themselves in the marketplace by using M&A as a means to stay 

competitive or leap forward, grab brand and market share, and acquire innovative technology solutions to 

position their business for growth and profitability. They understand how rapidly the market is evolving and 

the leverage points for change. By looking at M&A as a way to confront and adapt to the changing dynamics 

of business today, they position themselves to step into a new kind of leadership. 

According to Garth, “In a world of fast-paced change and the drive to win customer relationships and 

ultimate loyalty, the challenge is for insurers to rethink their growth and competitive options. We know, 

based on changes in other industries, that new competitors have emerged and reshaped those industries, 

either intentionally or unintentionally. The insurance industry is poised for similar changes, requiring us to 

rethink who our customers are and what they want. We must respond by providing the products and 

services they want in ways that will continue to generate a sense of excitement for the customer in order for 

us to grow, compete, and succeed.”   

The report emphasizes that insurers must become customer-centric; rethink and reimagine how they 

develop, package, and deliver products and services; and use technology to customize and personalize 

offerings. Forward thinking companies are beginning to define that destination – and they are doing it with a 

new view of M&A that is reshaping traditional insurance business models. This new face of M&A is creating 

new competition, has the potential to disrupt the insurance industry, and is injecting a new level of 

transformation into the industry.    
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For insurers, associations, solution providers, and other industry influencers that are interested in learning 

more, contact Denise Garth at dgarth@strategymeetsaction.com or 402.963.0198. 

 

More information about SMA is available via the following options: 

 About SMA 

 Offerings for Insurers  

 SMA Published Research  

# # #  
About Strategy Meets Action 

 
Exclusively serving the insurance industry, Strategy Meets Action (SMA) is a strategic advisory firm offering a 

unique blend of research, advisory, and consulting services to insurers and IT solution providers. By leveraging 

best practices from both the management consulting and research advisory disciplines, SMA’s services are 

actionable, business-driven, and research-based – where strategy meets action.  
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